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David: 

Hi, I'm David and I'm the Taking Part Assistant at The Hub, and I work 

with Heart n Soul. Working at The Hub really means a lot to me, 

obviously because it's my first proper paid job, and obviously working 

with all The Hub team and doing all the different activities at The Hub 

and just helping out really, with what's needed helping out with to be 

honest. Yeah, and I just really enjoy that and just helping out other 

people. 

Obviously, when we're working at The Hub, it's more chilled and more 

relaxed and obviously it's a lot more fun rather than obviously just 

working in a more stricter, more conservative environment. 

To be honest, I didn't know what to expect from the application. Well, 

doing the application. I thought it was going to be more complex type 

stuff, but really it was more informal and more friendly, because 

obviously I had to do a different range of activities and also I had an 

interview, and that went really well. So, yeah. So I would say the 

application, from my perspective, was more chilled and more informal.  

Unexpectedly, I recorded for the Heart n Soul website, which was 

pretty exciting. Yes, so in my job description, I wasn't expecting to do all 

these recordings. Mainly my job description was to oversee, help out 

with any meetings, or write letters, or make registers, or host meetings. 

I did know that I had a very obviously friendly face, but I never knew 

that I didn't have this radio voice that everyone keeps telling me. 

To be honest, working at The Hub has felt very ... Well like I said, such a 

privilege to work at The Hub with such a friendly group of colleagues. 

I've really enjoyed my time at The Hub, honestly. 


